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The temperature dependences of the surface polarization have been measured at the interface of a
conductive glass with both the homogeneously and homeotropically oriented nematic liquid crystal
p-methoxybenzylidene-p8-butylaniline. The polarization was found in the field-off regime from the pyroelec-
tric response of a cell to a short laser pulse, absorbed in the bulk of the liquid crystal. The temperature
increment was calculated from the measurements of the birefringence induced by the same light pulse. It has
been shown that the surface polarization at the homeotropic (mh) and planar (mp) interfaces is directed from
an interface into the bulk and from the bulk to an interface, respectively ~with a magnitude mh;20.3 pC/m
and mp’10.2 pC/m at 25 °C!. The experimental data may be explained in terms of the quadrupole model of
the order-electric polarization with account of some additional contribution from molecular dipoles. The same
technique also allows for the measurements of the z component of the flexoelectric polarization using a
pyroelectric response of a hybrid ~homeoplanar! aligned nematic cell and proper subtracting of the surface
contributions. The flexoelectric polarization has been shown to be opposite to the sum of the surface terms
mh1mp and directed from the planar to homeotropic interface. This means that the sum of the flexoelectric
coefficients e5(e11e3) is positive ~e>1.7 pC/m at 28 °C!. The temperature dependence of e has been shown
to involve a combination of both the quadrupolar and dipolar contributions.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.64.031707 PACS number~s!: 77.84.Nh, 64.70.Md, 77.70.1aI. INTRODUCTION
The tensor of the orientational order parameter of a nem-
atic liquid crystal has quadrupolar form
Q5 32 S~nn2I/3!, ~1!
where S is the order-parameter modulus, n is the director,
and I is the unit tensor. Hence, the uniform nematic phase
does not show spontaneous polarization although possesses
large quadrupolar moment density 2qQ ~see @1,2# and ref-
erences therein!. However, both S and ni can depend on co-
ordinates and their spatial dependence results in the electric
polarization
P52q„Q. ~2!
It can be a surface polarization @due to S(r) dependence at
the interface# or a flexoelectric one @due to n(r) dependence
in the bulk#.
In particular, at the interface with glass, the mirror sym-
metry of the nematic phase is broken and the surface polar-
ization msurf ~surface density of dipoles! arises @3–5# either
perpendicular to the interface along the z axis ~in case of the
director parallel or perpendicular to it! or at some angle to
the interface ~in case of the tilted director orientation!. The
polarization is caused by a spatial dependence S(z) in a thin
*Corresponding author: Email address: lcl@ns.crys.ras.ru1063-651X/2001/64~3!/031707~7!/$20.00 64 0317bulk layer of thickness l, close to an interface and called
order-electric polarization @6,7#,
Ps5
3
2 e0~„S !S nn2 I3 D . ~3!
Here Ps is spatially dependent bulk macroscopic polarization
^Ps&5msurf /l and e0 is quadrupolar coefficient of a nematic
with S51. Note, that e0 is a fundamental material constant
@1# dependent on the molecular structure of a liquid crystal.
The value of msurf can also depend on other phenomena
not as fundamental as that mentioned above, e.g., on differ-
ent affinity of the two ends of a dipolar mesogenic molecule
to a substrate or very slow processes of the ion adsorption
from the bulk of a liquid crystal onto a solid substrate. This
was studied in many experiments, see, e.g., @8–12#.
The flexoelectric polarization Pf can be induced in the
bulk by a bend or splay distortion of the director field. The
most general form for Pf satisfying symmetry requirements
is given by Meyer @13#,
Pf5e1n div n2e3~n3curl n!. ~4!
It includes splay and bend terms with corresponding flexo-
electric coefficients e1 and e3 . From the microscopic point
of view @14#, dense packing of dipolar banana- or pear-
shaped molecules in a bent or splayed structure inevitably
creates a dipole moment in a unit space. In a more general
case, and, in particular, for nonpolar molecules, the flexo-
electric effect originates from a gradient of the quadrupole
moment density @2#.©2001 The American Physical Society07-1
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the quadrupolar coefficient in Eq. ~3!, and the sum of the
flexoelectric coefficients from Eq. ~4!:
e05
e11e3
3S . ~5!
The nonzero difference e*5(e12e3);S2 was shown @6,15#
to appear due only to a higher order term in the polarization
expansion over S. Thus, it is the sum e5(e11e3) that is the
most fundamental characteristic of the flexoelectric effect as
has been underlined earlier @1#.
Equation ~5! allows for the determination of the funda-
mental coefficient e0 of a nematic liquid crystal from the
measurement of the z component of the flexoelectric polar-
ization in a hybrid nematic cell. In such a cell, see Fig. 1,
n5(sin q,0,cos q) with q050 at z50 ~homeotropic inter-
face! and qd5p/2 at z5d ~planar interface!, where q(z) is
an angle the director forms with the normal ~z! to the plates
and d is layer thickness. Thus, from Eq. ~4!, with q0 and qd
assumed to be constant, we have
P f5^P f
z&5
1
d E0
d
P f
zdz5
e11e3
4d ~cos 2qd2cos 2q0!
52
e11e3
2d . ~6!
Generally speaking, in a hybrid cell we have three contribu-
tions to the total z component of polarization to be treated
separately, namely, one from the bulk (P f) and two from the
planar and homeotropic interfaces, Psp and Psh :
P total5P f1Psp1Psh . ~7!
FIG. 1. An MBBA hybrid cell with the director profile and
found directions of surface and flexoelectric polarization. The struc-
ture of a ‘‘molecular’’ quadrupole is shown on the top.03170MBBA ~p-methoxybenzylidene-p8-butylaniline! is a clas-
sical nematic liquid crystal and its surface and flexoelectric
properties have been studied in a number of papers, see
@16,17#. The experimental data on the sign and magnitude of
e are very controversial, because, mostly, the converse flexo-
electric effect was studied by an electro-optical technique.
The latter requires either knowledge of anchoring conditions
or the electric field gradient ~or both!, and in all cases, the
flexoelectric polarization is not separated from the surface
one. The latter is also true for early polarization measure-
ments on a hybrid cell by a pyroelectric technique. In addi-
tion, all the electro-optic techniques suffer from the signifi-
cant influence of polarization screening effects.
Recently we have developed a powerful technique for
separate measurements of the surface and flexoelectric polar-
ization of a liquid crystal as a function of temperature @18–
20#. It is based on the pyroelectric method and does not use
an external electric field. By measuring the pyroresponse of
different cells ~planar, homeotropic, and hybrid! to a heating
laser pulse the surface polarization and the sum of flexoelec-
tric coefficients e(T) can be studied separately @18#. In com-
bination with the ‘‘optical thermometer method’’ for determi-
nation of the temperature increment, the flexoelectric and
surface polarization has been measured with good precision
@19,20# for such model liquid crystals as 4-pentyl- and
4-octyloxy-48-cyanobiphenyl ~5CB and 8OCB!.
The aim of the present paper is to measure separately the
surface polarization for the planar and homeotropic orienta-
tions and the sum of flexoelectric coefficients e(T) for
MBBA over the whole range of the nematic phase. These
data are necessary to verify the validity of the underlying
quadrupolar models and also for calculation of the funda-
mental parameter of the nematic phase, the quadrupolar co-
efficient e0 .
II. EXPERIMENT
In a typical symmetric sandwich cell with two limiting
boundaries, the Ps vectors at the two interfaces cancel each
other. To measure Ps one has to deal only with one surface or
provide a certain asymmetry of a liquid crystal cell. Our
main idea is to use the pyroelectric response of a cell to a
spatially dependent temperature increment in order to sepa-
rate the contributions to the macroscopic polarization coming
from the surfaces and from the bulk. In general, the pyro-
electric coefficient is g5dP*/dT , where P* is any macro-
scopic polarization and T is temperature. If we are interested
only in the polarization originated from the orientational or-
der we should subtract the ‘‘isotropic’’ contribution to g and
calculate P*(T) in the nematic phase by the integration of
g(T) starting from a certain temperature Ti above the N-I
transition.
P*~T !5E
Ti
T
g~T !dT . ~8!
In order to measure g(T) we slightly change temperature
of the liquid crystal ~by DT! using an absorption of a short
laser pulse and record a pyroelectric response in the form of7-2
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input capacitance and cell capacitance (C5C in1Ccell) . For
a very fast ~in comparison with RC! jump of temperature, to
the end of a laser pulse tp the pyroelectric voltage reaches
the maximum magnitude AgDT/C and then decay with RC
time constant @21#:
Up52
ADTg
C expS 2 tRC D . ~9!
Expressions ~8! and ~9! are valid for the measurements of
both the flexoelectric polarization in a hybrid ~HP! cell and
the surface polarization in planar ~PP! and homeotropic ~HH!
cells. The difference is only in determination of the tempera-
ture increment. One should use the increment ^DT& averaged
over cell thickness for an HP cell ~due to bulk P f! and the
increment DT0 at the illuminated interfaces for PP and HH
cells.
For the g(T) measurements, two problems must be
solved. First of all, in order to suppress any contribution
from the rear interface and to deal only with the front one, a
gradient of increment DT(z) along the cell normal has to be
provided. It has been done by doping MBBA with a dye that
provides almost complete absorption of light in the bulk of
our cells at laser beam wavelength l5532 nm.
The second problem is determination of the absolute mag-
nitude of temperature increment created by a laser pulse. The
average value ^DT& over the cell thickness d can be mea-
sured by monitoring laser-induced birefringence at l
5632.8 nm of the planar cell used for pyroelectric measure-
ments. This, ‘‘optical thermometer’’ technique is described in
detail in @19#. The increment at a surface DT0 , to the end of
a laser pulse, is calculated from ^DT& and a light absorption
profile with known absorbance D at l5532 nm as DT(z)
5DT0 exp(2Dz/d), hence,
DT05^DT&D/~12e2D!. ~10!
We used sandwich HP, PP, and HH cells consisting of two
parallel glass plates covered by ITO conductive layers ~with
electrode overlapping areas A>0.3760.01 cm2! and sepa-
rated by 55 mm teflon stripes. For planar orientation we used
unidirectionally buffed polyimide layer, the homeotropic ori-
entation was achieved spontaneously on clean ITO. All the
cells were filled with MBBA ~Tokyo Kasei Kogyo! doped
with 0.5 wt % of a bis-azodye ~KD184, NIOPIK!. The dye
has maximum absorption at l5525 nm and shows no ab-
sorption at l5623 nm @19#. The clearing point of freshly
made cells was TNI544 °C, but a decrease of TNI down to
40 °C was observed within a week, therefore, all the tem-
perature dependences below were fitted to the initial tem-
perature. The dye provides almost the same optical absor-
bance of our three cells for an ordinary polarized light at 532
nm ~e.g., Do51.1860.02 and 1.9860.02 at T525 and
46 °C, respectively, for all the cells!, therefore, only the tem-
perature dependence of Do for the homeotropic cell is shown
in Fig. 2. The coincidence of the absorption curves is very
important for comparison of the pyroelectric response of the03170three cells because, only in this case, the temperature incre-
ment ^DT& is the same in all of them for a fixed laser pulse
energy.
The thermal jacket had two optical windows that allowed
the irradiation of the samples by pulses of a Nd-YAG ~yt-
trium aluminum garnet! laser consequently from the front
and rear sides. The laser operated with pulse duration tp
’100 ns at l5532 nm ~light electric vector e was in the
horizontal plane perpendicular to the director n in all cells!.
The pulse frequency was f 51 Hz, spot diameter 7 mm, and
pulse energy Wp58 mJ. The pyrovoltage was measured by a
digital oscilloscope.
In our previous papers @19,20# we reported on detailed
measurements of increment ^DT& ~averaged over cell thick-
ness! by the ‘‘optical thermometer method.’’ The latter is
based on the optical transmission of a polarized He-Ne laser
beam under simultaneous irradiation of a planar cell by YAG
laser pulses. Evidently, ^DT& depends only on incident light
power, optical absorbance, and specific heat of the liquid
crystal. We have applied this technique to liquid crystals
5CB and 8OCB doped with the same dye and established
that, at a fixed laser pulse energy, the temperature depen-
dence of ^DT& is surprisingly weak due to mutual compen-
sation of the absorbance and specific heat influence ~e.g.,
^DT& varied only from 1 to 2 K over the whole range of the
nematic and smectic A phases of 8OCB @20# and was 1.5
60.3 K over the nematic phase of 5CB @19#. Since the YAG
laser produces the same pulses as in our previous experi-
ments, and the absorption of MBBA cells almost coincides
with that of the 5CB cells, we used the data on ^DT& ob-
tained earlier for 5CB with a small correction on the differ-
ence in absorbance and specific heat for the two materials
~MBBA @22#, 5CB @23#!. From this procedure we have ob-
tained ^DT& (MBBA)51.760.3 K over the whole tempera-
ture range. Afterwards, the increment at the surface (DT0)
strongly dependent on absorbance was calculated using Eq.
~10!.
III. RESULTS
The pyroelectric response of the homeotropic and planar
cells, both irradiated from the front ~grounded! electrode is
FIG. 2. Temperature dependent absorbance of homeotropic cell
~o-polarized light, l5532 nm!.7-3
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sign if the same cells are irradiated from the rear ~signal!
electrode. In the isotropic phase there is small background
signal, not relevant to the posed problem and it will be sub-
tracted later on. There is a dramatic difference between the
pyroelectric response in the nematic phase for MBBA and
5CB @19#: for homeotropic orientation the signal from
MBBA is negative, but from 5CB positive; for the planar
orientation, on the contrary, positive signal is observed from
MBBA, negative from 5CB. For 8OCB we observe a mixed
case @20#. From the sign of the pyroeffect we have found ~as
explained in @19#! that, in MBBA, at the homeotropic inter-
face (without any surfactant) the surface polarization is di-
rected from the interface into the bulk of the liquid crystal
and the surface polarization at the planar interface with
rubbed polyimide layer is directed from the bulk to the inter-
face. In a hybrid cell the two polarizations are summed as
shown in Fig. 1.
The pyroelectric response of our hybrid cell irradiated
from the front ~homeotropic grounded! and rear ~planar, not
grounded! electrodes is presented in Fig. 4. This signal cor-
responds to a sum of both flexoelectric and surface polariza-
tion and, for any irradiation direction, is positive ~in the case
of 5CB the signal was negative!. We can find the intrinsic
flexoelectric pyroresponse of MBBA by two alternative pro-
cedures, namely, either by subtracting from curve 1 the con-
tribution of the homeotropic interface ~curve HH in Fig. 3!,
FIG. 3. Pyroelectric response vs temperature for homeotropic
~HH, filled circles! and planar ~PP, open squares! cells both irradi-
ated from the front ~grounded! interface.03170or by adding to curve 2 the contribution from the planar
interface ~curve PP in Fig. 3! because for the rear irradiation
a response of the planar cell is inverted. However, since each
of the contribution is proportional to its own temperature
increment, first we should find corresponding DT0 values
from Eq. ~10! and data of Fig. 2 ~for fixed value of ^DT&
51.7 K!. The result is as follows: on cooling from the iso-
tropic phase to 25 °C the value of DT0 decreases from 3.4 to
2.5 K due to an increase in the light absorption depth at the
same absorbed energy.
Now, using the DT0(T) data for both HH and PP cells and
Eq. ~9! ~for t50!, we find the absolute magnitude of the
‘‘surface’’ pyroelectric coefficient gs for the planar and ho-
meotropic interfaces ~from data of Fig. 3!. The permanent
total capacitance C5142 pF has been taken for all the cells
~in fact, it is determined by the input circuit and varies only
within 2%!. After subtracting the isotropic background and
integrating gs , we obtain the absolute magnitude of the sur-
face polarization mh and mp for the two interfaces over the
whole temperature range. The results are shown in Fig. 5.
For the hybrid cell, first we find pure flexoelectric re-
sponse by subtracting the surface contributions to the total
pyroelectric response ~for front and rear irradiation! and then
calculate the pyroelectric coefficient from Eq. ~9! ~related
solely to flexoelectricity! using the bulk increment ^DT& .
The genuine coefficient g is shown in Fig. 6 for the HP cell
irradiated from each side. From Fig. 6 it is clear that the
FIG. 4. Pyroelectric response vs temperature for hybrid ~HP!
cell irradiated from either the front ~homeotropic and grounded!
electrode ~curve 1! or rear ~planar! electrode ~curve 2!.7-4
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nar to homeotropic interface ~as in 8OCB, and opposite to
the case of 5CB!. After integrating over temperature we find
the z component of P f , and using Eq. ~6! obtain two curves
for the apparent sum of flexoelectric coefficients e(T) shown
by the dotted and dashed lines in Fig. 7. The difference be-
tween the two curves seems to be considerable and needs an
explanation.
FIG. 5. Magnitude of the surface polarization mh and mp for
homeotropic and planar interfaces as a function of temperature.
FIG. 6. Pyroelectric coefficient, related solely to the flexoelec-
tric polarization due to the director curvature in the HP cell. The
hybrid cell was irradiated from either the grounded homeotropic
interface ~curve 1! or planar interface ~curve 2!.03170It is well known that a response of a linear pyroelectric
crystal is independent of the absorbed energy distribution
and, in that case, the result would be the same for the two
irradiation regimes. Our case is more complicated. The ob-
served difference between two measurements can appear for
several reasons. The most important is the time instability of
MBBA that strongly influences the surface polarization. In-
deed, when, in the course of the present work, we used an
aged sample of MBBA with clearing point about 32 °C and
respectively smaller order parameter, we observed solely the
contribution from the surface polarization and the signal
from a hybrid cell was negative ~like in old paper @24# where
the surface contribution has not been taken into account!.
That is why all our present pyroelectric measurements were
made within two days on newly made samples of MBBA just
bought from the Tokyo Kasei Kogyo company. Nevertheless,
our results may still suffer of MBBA temporal instability.
The discrepancy may also appear if, e.g., at one, most
probably, planar interface ~with polyimide!, during irradia-
tion by a laser pulse, the director angle slightly changes,
qd,p/2. Then the magnitude of the flexoelectric polariza-
tion will be reduced by irradiation @see Eq. ~6!# and curve 2
in Fig. 7 will be lower than curve 1.
Some discrepancy may also originate from the inhomoge-
neous distribution of the flexoelectric polarization in a hybrid
cell along the z axis ~e.g., due to a difference in elastic
moduli K11ÞK33 and corresponding spatial variation of the
director curvature! or from some difference in the thermal
conductivity at the planar and homeotropic sides.
In any case, our two curves show two extreme cases and
the correct curve must be in between the two. Their average
shown by the solid curve in Fig. 7 seems to be the most
reasonable solution. The value of the sum e at room tempera-
ture is 1.760.7 pC/m. For such material as MBBA this inac-
curacy can be accepted.
IV. DISCUSSION
Our principal experimental results to be considered are
shown in Figs. 5 and 7. Let us discuss first a simpler case of
FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the sum of flexoelectric co-
efficients e5(e11e3). The hybrid cell was irradiated from either
the grounded homeotropic interface ~dotted curve! or planar inter-
face ~dashed curve!. The solid curve is the average of the two.7-5
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e.0 and small in comparison with literature data which vary
@17,25# from 225 to 110 pC/m. In a hybrid cell the direc-
tion of P f is opposite to that of the sum of the surface po-
larizations. The latter has a smaller but still significant mag-
nitude. We believe that the discrepancy with literature data
comes mostly from the surface effects, especially important
in MBBA, in which the flexoelectric polarization is, indeed,
very small. In some cases described in literature, e.g., in an
aged material with bulk impurities, or due to a surfactant
used for homeotropic orientation the surface polarization
may even exceed P f and must have been treated separately.
The structure of a ‘‘molecular’’ quadrupole responsible
for the positive sum e5(e11e3) is shown in Fig. 1. The
distribution of positive and negative charges is the same as in
the case of 8OCB ~and opposite to 5CB!. It is not surprising
because in both cases ~MBBA and 8OCB! the transverse
dipole of an alkoxy group ~averaged over time! contributes
to the structure of the quadrupole. However, our results on
order parameter dependence of e cannot be explained in
terms of the sole quadrupolar model. In Fig. 8 ~dotted curve!
we have plotted the temperature dependence of the ratio F1
5e/S @data on S(T) are taken from @26##. Let us disregard a
region about 4 °C below the phase transition, where the ac-
curacy of our measurements may be influenced by an
anomaly in the specific heat, latent heat, an appearance of the
two-phase region and thermal gradients, and consider only
the low-temperature part of the curve. We see that the ratio is
FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of fitting functions F ~see the
text!.03170not constant as expected from Eq. ~5! but slightly increases
with decreasing temperature. On the contrary, the ratio F2
5e/S2 ~dash curve! decreases in the same range. The tem-
perature independent plateau ~solid curve! corresponds to the
fitting ratio F35e/(0.25S10.75S2)>5 pC/m. From this and
Eq. ~5! we can estimate the quadrupolar coefficient e0>
10.42 pC/m. This value is, indeed, very small in comparison
with the nematic phase of 8OCB ~14 pC/m! and 5CB ~211
pC/m!. The term in F3 proportional to S2 implies that higher
order terms in the expansion of polarization over order pa-
rameter @6,15# should be taken into account. For example,
such a dependence is expected for the dipolar contribution to
the flexoelectricity. Since e0 is small, it is not surprising that
the dipolar contribution becomes important.
Having e0 found, we can discuss the results on the surface
polarization. Consider first the quadrupole model @6#. From
Eq. ~3!, with the gradient „S directed along the z axis, after
integrating over z, we have the following expressions for the
planar and homeotropic orientation:
mp52~1/2!e0DSp and mh5e0DSh . ~11!
Here DSp ,h5Sp ,h2S is the difference between the surface
and bulk order parameters both assumed to be temperature
dependent. Different signs in two formulas ~11! are related to
different orientation of molecular quadrupoles at the planar
and homeotropic interfaces. In case of MBBA mh,0 and
mp.0, see Fig. 5, therefore, DS in Eq. ~11! should have the
same sign for the two interfaces. With the structure of a
molecular quadrupole shown in Fig. 1, we arrive at the fol-
lowing conclusion: at both the planar ~polyimide! and ho-
meotropic ~clean ITO! interfaces the magnitude of the orien-
tational order parameter at the surface is lower, than that in
the bulk, Sp ,Sh,S , DSp ,h,0. The situation is the same as
in 5CB @19# where all the signs of relevant parameters are
inverted ~for mp ,mh as well as for e0!. This is also in accord
with the results obtained for cyanobiphenyl mixture E7 @25#.
The quantitative estimations of DSp ,h from Fig. 5 and solely
quadrupole model with e0>10.42 pC/m would give us too
large values, DSp>1, DSh>0.75 ~instead of expected 0.2–
0.5 as in 5CB and 8CB @19,20#!, pointed again to the impor-
tance of the additional, most probably, dipolar contribution to
the surface polarization of MBBA @27#.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the temperature dependence of the z com-
ponent of the electric polarization has been measured for
MBBA in a homeotropic, planar, and hybrid aligned nematic
cells. In a hybrid cell the total polarization includes two sur-
face polarizations and the bulk, flexoelectric one. The polar-
ization was found in the field-off regime from the pyroelec-
tric response of cells to a short laser pulse; the light at l
5532 nm was strongly absorbed by a small amount of a dye.
The temperature increment was calculated from the measure-
ments of the light pulse induced birefringence. As a result,
the temperature dependences of both surface polarizations
~for a planar and homeotropic interface! and the flexoelectric7-6
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efficients e was shown to be positive ~and small!, opposite to
the case of 5CB. On the molecular scale, the difference is
accounted for by different distribution of electric charges in
molecular quadrupoles formed in the nematic phase of
MBBA and 5CB. The sign of the surface polarization is also
explained in terms of the quadrupolar model of the order-
electric polarization. However, due to smallness of quadru-
polar coefficient e0 in MBBA, the temperature dependence
of the flexoelectric coefficient and the absolute magnitude of
the surface polarization include some dipolar contribution to03170the polarization that is of the same order of magnitude as the
quadrupolar one.
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